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Abstract—Smartphones popularity, usage and users dependency
has been increased over the years. The popularity increase is
linked with several factors such as smartphones size, ease in use,
and several supported multipurpose apps. This all is enable due to
the advanced integrated technologies in smartphones such as WiFi, multi Sensors, GPS, high-speed CPU, a real world coloured
display, Bluetooth, NFC etc. These capabilities attracts users and
developers highly to build and join the smartphone community.
Smartphones performance and functionalities are improving with
time on both hardware and software side. However, power
consumption is the key concern from all aspects. Rapid increase in
number of apps and use is not inclined with smartphones batteries
growth. Hence the demand for power saving applications
increasing gradually to keep them intact. A great number of
researches have been conducted to introduce the several power
saving approaches. Memory data access for optimization carries a
significant improvement in power consumption especially for
data-intensive applications. Memory transformation, presents
great optimization, such as from Array of Structure (AOS) to
Structure of Array (SOA). This works well by reducing the
memory access counts, which results as an overall memory access
require power consumption. This research is the extended version
of [20], where middleware power saving scheme was developed.
This research introduces memory optimization through
middleware transformation service, which converts the AOS to
SOA and resulting will increase significant power saving for
mobile application by reducing the memory access counts.it
extended the battery life by minimizing its use.
Keywords: Data layout transformation, Power Saving, Mobile
Application, Array of structure AOS, Structure of arrays SOA

I. INTRODUCTION
The smartphone due to his characteristics being smart,
lighter, thinner device having promising features, have main
role of social and cultural connectivity as well as a best source
of storing and accessing data. The Smartphone due to his
characteristics being smart, lighter, thinner device having
promising features, have main role of social and cultural
connectivity as well as a best source of storing and accessing
data. The market share for smartphones increases by 13.0% as
of 2nd quarter of 2015 [1], it becomes necessity of our daily life.
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This rapid development penetrated in each and every aspect
of our daily life. The patients are using the smartphones for
reporting their diseases remotely in case getting advises,
patients are using smartphones for taking blood pressure
readings, diabetic’s readings, walking steps count etc. Which
can be stored in cloud and easily access and advised by the
panel of the physicians. In 2014, 1:6 visits in medical health
were virtual [2] which helps to save the operational and other
cost for the physicians and patients as well. Online shopping,
accessing information, banking etc. become norm through
mobile applications [3], in addition, integrated applications of
web with voice become normal [4]. Smart phones become
major part of our daily life, almost everybody owns smart
phones, and it is expected to have more than 80% of people by
2020 [5].
Nowadays smartphones are built on latest technology such as
full HD (High Definition), Snapdragon 820, Exynos 8890 a
powerful processor, finger print scanners, higher Camera
resolutions up to 23MPs (Megapixel) and more [6]. However,
these all are power demanding and challenges for the
smartphone batteries. Battery matters mainly for smart phones,
Fig. 1 describes details about battery in milli Ampere hour
(mAh) for selected smart phones [7]. To address the battery life
issue, a great number of scientist/researchers suggested
multiple solutions, including power efficient hardware, lithiumion battery, screen resolutions, operating system, smart
applications, developing energy efficient code and applications
etc. [8-9].
Smartphone memory and processing has major share for
power consuming almost 15% of the overall system and this
increases with usage. 7-10% consumed by SD card and RAM
while performing read and write operations. [10]. There is a gap
between CPU frequency and memory, to overcome this, a data
transformation is required to optimize the memory [11]. The
popular memory optimization transformation is AOS to SOA
[12], which motivates this research to introduce Data layout
transformation service.
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Figure 1. Most common smartphone battery sizes in mAh [7].

II. BACKGROUND

used Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) along
User Driven Frequency Scaling (UDFS) to control the power
consumption ideally for GPU and CPU. The waked technique
[24] was applied by the researchers to control the power
consumption especially for the smart phone components which
are power hungry such as Wi-Fi. The authors focused on smart
phone browser application power saving [25]. In [26]
researcher concentrate on power saving techniques for live
video streaming applications. Researchers in [27] focuses on
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) request power saving by
introducing an optimization method for it. A framework was
introduced in [28] which enhanced 40% of energy on profile
basis. In [29] researcher consider the power consumption by
localization applications and GPS signals. Fig.3 describes
major smart phone components based on battery drain [31]. A
great number of research have been conducted targeted to save
the batter life based on hardware and smart phone applications.

A. The Power Consumptions in Smartphone
The increase in the number of applications and functions
with smartphones demands for more power and optimized use
of existing battery at both software and hardware end. Fig.2
depicts that major battery drain of 47.9% due to the smart phone
applications [13], hence developing efficient power consuming
applications is essential.
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Figure 2. Component based battery drain [13].

Smart phone application developers can be assisted by
providing details of power consumption at source line level. In
[14] researchers introduces the method for power consumption
in smart phones, the modal works efficiently almost 100%, with
the combination of hardware and smart phone applications
using profiling and statistical model. Power concern attracts the
attentions of several researcher [15]. Energy efficient
middleware and annotation language was developed by [16], it
was built based on two main keys, first to delay the execution,
until the device minimize the operation cost, second use an
abstract model to describe desired device status. In [17]
Tempus was introduces which can help to write power
management policies. In [20] researchers focus on the impact
of programming tools/languages used for smart phone
application development, they also studied the impact of
compiler optimization. Dynamic flexible resolution scaling
system was introduced by [21] which help to save the power
consumed through smart phone display.
Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) and CPU took major share
of battery drain [22], half of the energy can be saved by
controlling the resolution such as 60.5% reduction at most and
30.1% on the average for 15 applications. In [23] researchers

Figure 3. Major power share components of smart phone [31]

B. Power Optimization based Hardware-Based Vs SoftwareHardware based major components of smartphone are
microprocessor, wireless network interface for Wi-Fi, storage,
touch screen, memory etc. while software related major
component are such as operating system, system applications,
user level applications etc. Following sub section will discuss
software and hardware based optimization related to the
application development.
This sub section briefly discuss about hardware and software
based optimization related to smartphone application
development. In [21] researchers introduced several
approaches/techniques to reduce the power consumption of
smartphones base on different hardware alterations. Hardware
based techniques are well known, as they produce better results
at user and developer level. However, it limits the scope by
going individual basis on each hardware component such as in
case of GPS power saving, hardware optimization will lead for
alteration in hardware component only and it will show results
for GPS only, not for the entire smartphone. Hence, software
based approach is more reliable in long term at developer end
as it will work for several applications. As discuss earlier that
47.9% of the battery drain is linked with software based
applications. Application not well written in code and
applications with bugs drains more battery on regular basis. A
complicated and illogical code written application always

utilizes more resources including memory, processor etc. and
uses more share of the battery [33]. Most of the researchers
focuses main power consumption components such as CPU,
GPS and Wi-Fi which uses comparatively more battery.
C. AOS VS SOA
For better understanding of AOS and SOA, it is necessary to
understand data layout, data layout where data could be
organized accessed in the memory, when data may have
multiple values as of 3D point. Data layout is extremely
important for graphical or computing applications. Data layout
may have high impact on the performance of application
computing and development. Data layout has mainly two
prominent structures such as AOS and SOA data layout. Fig. 4
a. and 4 b are the base for AOS and SOA, where in Fig 4 a
represents continuous data storage in memory (AOS layout),
while Fig 4 b data stores in separate area. While Fig 5 a. depicts
the syntax for AOS and Fig 5 b depicts SOA.

(a)
(b)
Figure.4 AOS (a) vs. SOA (b).
struct S {float a;

struct S {float a[N];

float b;

float b[N];

float c;

float c[N];

};

};

struct S myData[N];

struct S myData;

(a)
Figure 5.
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
How data layout transformation service will work and will
convert different data layouts in the memory is described in this
section. The proposed transformation service will convert the
written code in the form of AOS to SOA in the memory. The
transformation will work based on three steps such as first is
Parsing, where it will apply on the source code to change and
convert its new form of code. Fig. 6 describes the working steps
of proposed data layout transformation service.

(b)

Syntex for AOS (a) and the SOA (b)

SOA comparatively have better locality, as algorithm
doesn’t require all the fields at the same time. However, AOS
normally used in case if algorithm require all the fields [34]. In
both of these memory access varies due to the different layout
[35]. Reading code comparatively more ease with AOS and
also easy to maintain. However, it is not the efficient related to
the processor. While code become harder to maintain
comparatively with AOS in SOA but it is more ease in code
readable, and access [36], the issue in SOA is between the
maintainability of the code and accessibility of the code.
Memory optimization for power saving is highly important,
Table 1 depicts a summary about layout transformation
techniques.
TABLE 1.

OpencCL program written in AOS,
improved data layout. [39].

SUMMARY ON DATA LAYOUT TRANSFORMATION TECHNIQUES
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Data Layout Transformation (DLT) service, will change the
data layout of the available source code from AOS to SOA,
where developer will required to pass his written code to the
data layout transformation service. After parsing at second step
transformation service will identify the code of interest where
layout form could be change further in next iteration. DLT will
use Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) which will help at the compiler
stage to find out convertible segment of the code. At the third
and final step all required changes will be done with the
available code and code will be rewritten, the final code
generated by the DLT tool will be able to execute by the
processor and achieved data can be saved in the form of SOA.
Further Fig. 7 describes conversion steps for stated operations.
Data Layout Transformation (DLT) tool achieved
conversion will make processor performance even faster,
fetched data from cache and memory will be used, it is also
known as speculative execution (optimization technique). This
will results in saving the cache, memory as well as the

bandwidth which will results the faster execution in optimized
was within less amount of time, which will further leads to the
less consumption of the battery in different aspects. In
speculative execution focus is to avoid the delay for next round
of execution. DLT approach makes it confirm that all
executable data is in appropriate form where process may use
most of the data smoothly for execution rather to waste
resources or accept any other job partially, this organized way
of data layout saves processors time, execution and power of
smartphones.

better power utilization of the smartphones, which leads to the
less power consuming. In the same way Fig 9 depicted more
results related to the elapsed time and power consumption at the
different level/scaling the array such as of array size at 2000
structure elements to 200,000,000, for different ranges of
iterations and considering their average. The results shows
lesser time (better) for SOA 1.28 times over AOS. Further
Table no 2 describes for different precision floating point tested
applications, where SOA has significant improvement over
AOS which is almost 12 times. Fig. 10 describes performance
comparison and significant achievement of SOA over AOS.
The achieved results are for Intel processor with a great
achievement of 90% in case of data layout conversion from
AOS to SOA using SDLT.
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Figure.7 DLT Conversion Steps.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section presents the achieved results, Android API 19
KitKat was used for the testing purpose. In the test, we used the
Central Processing Unit (CPU) having 86x architecture,
equipped Supplemental Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSSE) &
Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) instruction. The results
shows the better speed based on less interactions were used in
case of SOA which reflects less amount of work required in
case of SOA, At the same time compiler requires more efforts
in term of interactions with AOS.
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Figure.9 Elapsed Time for AOS and SOA SOA by the Nanosecond.
Table 2 Performance Comparison Results for Single-Precision [69]
Test

Samples

Iterations

1
2
3
4

100,000
100,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

2048
4096
2048
4096

C++
AOS
Version
20.7
41.3
217.1
451.3

C++
SDLT
Version
1.7
3.5
17.3
34.7

Improvement
12 times
11 times
12.5 times
13 times
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5.9
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4.99
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1.91
0.61
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Figure 8 Speed Gain by Different data layout

An example of [54] was used to carry out the layout test of
AOS, which is vectorized manually, used SOA_SDLT to
compare the speed results. In the above test, at three points the
code was normalized. In addition, the iterations were covered
by using the loop to access the complete structure of data. In
SOA_SDLT version 8.230 over 3.510 the achieved speed of
array was 1000,000. The SDLT achieves significant results of
2.35 times over the AOS code. This efficient performance
support the CPU in term of better use of cache, memory and
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Figure 10 Performance of SOA and AOS by Seconds.

Fig.10 depicts SOA and AOS power consumption in
different cases over the time. In addition, Fig. 11 shows a
detailed comparison of AOS and SOA for different cases,
where results shows clearly that SOA consumes less power
over AOS. The Intel Acer Iconia processor was used for
achieved results, where test was run for the time of 10 minutes,
for the number of iterations 1000 using the array of 200000000
structure elements. The same test were checked with simple

configurations and again found that SOA uses less amount of
power over AOS such as 1.14 times.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
Power saving application development becomes goal,
which require more efforts at the developer end. Code handling
for power saving is complex and prone to error, and misleading
of apps, which may cause for the more power drain. 15% of the
power consumed by the memory and processor, hence high
demand of optimization is arises here. DLT is providing a great
aspect of optimization, and most commonly optimization
techniques using DLT is the AOS to SOA conversion.
Conversion from array of structure to structure of array is time
taking job. This research presented an efficient Data Layout
Transformation Service (DLTS). DLTS converts the earlier
written code in the form of AOS to source code which can be
stored in SOA in the form of data. DLTS produced significant
results using SOA layout, it decreases the memory attempts or
access time, efficient in time execution at processor end, and
eventually it utilizes the less amount of power and enhances the
battery life. Results shows a significant improvement based on
DLTS. The performance of SOA is better than AOS in different
aspects such as in memory access, fastest processing
instructions at COU, and power savings up to 90%. SOA using
DLTS is significantly suitable for power saving technique at
application level of smartphones.
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